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Restricted Boltzmann machines
An RBM is a probabi l istic graphical
model of its input and a hidden rep-
resentation of that input. The classifi -
cation RBM (Larochel le et al . , 201 2)
extends the standard RBM with labels:
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Learning features for tissue classification
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Learning objectives
The standard RBM learning objective
optimises the probabi l ity of the inputs.
In the classification RBM it optimises
the visible units and the label . This is
the generative learning objective

log P ( vt, yt ). Classification accuracy
We found that a combination of gen-
erative and discriminative learning ob-
jectives often gave better results than
using only one of the two objectives. Conclusion

By training a classification RBM with a
hybrid discriminative and generative
learning objective, it can learn features
that give a better classification result
than features learned with only the
generative learning objective.
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Test accuracy of the RBM (black), and of l inear
SVMs (red) trained on RBM-learned features. Blue
l ines show SVMs with random fi lters. The x-axis
shows the amount of generative learning (β=0 is
only discriminative, β=1 is only generative).
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The generative objective forces the
RBM to model the largest variations in
the data, which might be intra-class
variation and not useful to a classifier.

The discriminative learning objective
(Larochel le et al . , 201 2) maximises the
posterior probabi l ity of the labels:

log P ( yt | vt ).

This objective favours inter-class vari-
abi l ity and is more l ikely to learn fea-
tures that are helpful for classification.

We used a weighted combination of
the two learning objectives:

β log P ( vt, yt ) + (1 - β) log P ( yt | vt ).

Two lung CT datasets
We use RBMs to learn features for two
datasets. The first consists of 40 scans
from the Danish Lung Cancer Screen-
ing Trial , with annotated airways. We
detect airway patches.

Motivation
Feature learners that learn efficient
representations of their training data
often ignore tissue class labels and may
not be optimal for class discrimination.
We investigate how the representation
can be optimised for classification.

We also experiment with 73 scans from
a dataset on interstitial lung diseases
(Depeursinge et al . , 201 2). We use a
convolutional RBM to classify sub-
patches into five lung tissue types.

Filter structure
The fi l ters learned with a mixture of
generative and discriminative learning
showed more recognisable structure
than the features learned with the
purely discriminative objective.
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Example fi l ters learned from the lung tissue data.
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Test accuracy of RBF SVMs trained
on RBM-learned features from the
airway detection dataset, for various
learning objectives (β=0 is only
discriminative, β=1 generative).

Number of filters
Using discriminative learning seems to
be most important when the number
of fi l ters is smal l , when it is necessary
to focus. The effect is less strong if the
number of fi l ters is large.




